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1. Introduction: The big picture and some problems
1.1. The problem
According to traditional accounts, the phonetic variants of Spanish
/b/, /d̪/ and /g/ are in complementary distribution, with voiced plosives
surfacing after pause and homorganic continuants, and approximants
and elided variants appearing elsewhere (e.g., Parrell, 2011).

Highly lenited and elided forms of the approximant variants of
/b/, /d̪/ and /g/ are frequent in Chilean Spanish (up to 52%),
and the acoustic evidence for these consonants is therefore
very scarce. Which cues are the listeners using to identify
and distinguish these consonants?

1.2. Methodological challenges
While this general pattern holds true for all varieties of Spanish,
recent evidence shows that some dialects present plosive variants in
a wider range of phonetic contexts (Carrasco, Hualde & Simonet),
whilst others manifest a higher degree of lenited and elided variants
(see Figure 1, at the right hand side), as in the case of Chilean
Spanish (Cepeda, 1991; Pérez, 2007).

The acoustic study of approximants poses particular
methodological challenges given the continuum that they
form with their neighbouring segments (Turk, Nakai &
Sugahara, 2006), as shown in Figure 2. To some extent, the
segmentation of these consonants is inherently subjective,
but duration reference points are necessary to conduct other
acoustic measurements.

Figure 1: Chilean Spanish word fatídico (“fateful”)
with elided [ð̞] between two [i] vowels. Intensity is
shown as a continuous blue line (30-65 dB).

Figure 2: Waveform and spectrogram of the
approximant [ɣ̞] between two [a] vowels. The consonant
forms a continuum with its neighbouring vowels. Intensity
is shown as a continuous blue line (30-65 dB).

2. Production study: Acoustic characteristics of [β̞], [ð̞] and [ɣ]̞

The automated method identifies intensity
landmarks in the signal from where acoustic
measurements are carried out.

Figure 4: Percentage of the variants
of the approximant consonants (“VA”,
“OA” and “CA” stand for vocalic, open
and closed approximants).
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Figure 5: Duration values
for the approximant
variants of /b, d̪, g/.

Figure 6: Intensity values
for the approximant
variants of /b, d̪, g/.
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Figure 7: Normalized and scaled F1 and F2 values
for the approximant variants of /b, d̪, g/.

3.3. Creating stimuli
Using the Praat Klatt synthesizer (Weenink, 2009), synthetic copies of 48 good
examples of VCV sections were created (both vowels identical and unstressed) to
represent one end of a continuum from approximant to elision. For each stimuli, the
vowels’ intensity and formant values were homogenized; also the pitch and formats
from F3 to F5 were flattened across the signal (see Figure 9).
The elided ends of the continua were built by flattening all acoustic variables
across the stimuli. Then, intermediate steps were created for each continua,
including every possible combination of acoustic variables (e.g., fixed intensity, but
changing duration and formants).

3.4. Verifying the stimuli: identifiability
In order to assess the reliability of the approximant ends of the synthetic continua, an
identification experiment was conducted online with 29 participants. The original, copysynthesized and manipulated versions of the stimuli were tested.
The overall accuracy in identification was 72.05% for the three conditions, although
identifiability dropped as a result of the synthesis and manipulation processes (original stimuli:
82.76%; copy-synthesized: 71.12%; manipulated: 62.28%; see Table 1 for details)*.
* A mix-model analysis for binomial data showed a significant effect of type of stimuli on identifiability of /b/, /d̪/ and /g/ (F(2) = 124.279, p > .001). A significant
effect of phoneme (F(2) = 81.527, p > .001) and a significant interaction between type of stimuli and phoneme (F(4) = 84.754, p > .001) was observed as
well.

Table 1: Confusion matrices for
identification of phoneme category in
original, copy-synthesized and
manipulated conditions. Results,
which are presented in percents,
should be read downwards (chance
level at 33%).
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More open approximants
display lower duration, but
higher intensity and F1 values,
whereas more closed variants
display the opposite trend.
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2.3. Conclusions + discussion
The main findings of this production study are:
(a) Elision and highly lenited forms are the norm for Chilean
Spanish /b/, /d̪/ and /g/.
(b) Across phonetic variants, /b/ and /d̪/ are not significantly
different except in F2. Both are different from /g/.
(c) The allophones within each phonemic category display a
continuum-like pattern, with closed approximants and
elision as the ends of each continua.
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Access to the lexicon is mediated by the interpretation of acoustic cues (Chandrasekaran, Sampath & Wong,
2010), with some of these being more strongly correlated to phonetic categories for the listener; that is to say,
they weight more heavily (Francis, Kaganovich & Driscoll-Huber, 2008; Holt & Lotto, 2006).

Figure 9: Example of copy
synthesized and manipulated VCV
stimuli. Intensity is showed as a
continuous line (scale 68-90 dB)
and the formants as speckles.
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3.1. Cue weighting

To isolate the individual
contribution of duration,
intensity and formants
(F1 and F2) in the
perception of the
approximant consonants
from /b/, /d̪/ and /g/, and
to determine their
relative weight.
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3. Ongoing (perception) study: Cue weighting of acoustic variables

3.2. Our aim
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Within each consonant, the
approximant variants
(vocalic, open and closed
approximants) show
acoustic values in line with
expectations (see Figure 8
for details).
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Figure 3: Example of segmentation carried out with
the researcher-led method. Formant trajectories are
shown as yellow speckles and intensity as a blue line.
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The acoustic measurements of duration (Figure 5), intensity
(Figure 6) and formants (Figure 7) show that the
approximant variants of /b/ and /d̪/ are, for most of the
acoustic variables, not
significantly different
Elision 26%
VA 26%
(“thumb down”), and that
/g/ somehow constitutes a
different type of variable.
The only exception to this
Others 13% general pattern is F2.
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Two segmentation methods were used: a
researcher-led and an automated approach.
The first one – see Figure 3 – Is based on
acoustic patterns observable in the waveform
and spectrogram, and is aided by the intensity
and formant contours (Carrasco et al., 2012;
Martínez-Celdrán & Regueira, 2008).

The results confirmed that elision is particularly high in
Chilean Spanish, even more than previously reported
(Cepeda, 1991; Pérez, 2007). Moreover, if vocalic
approximants (the most open ones) are included, highly
lenited and elided forms account for more than 50% of our
corpus (see Figure 4).
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2.2. Results

Figure 8: Shows duration,
intensity and F1 for the vocalic
(VA), open (OA) and closed
approximants (CA) from /b/, /d̪/
and /g/ (all differences within
consonant and acoustic
dimension are statistically
significant, except for the
duration values between OA
and CA for /d̪/).
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Multinomial logistic regression analyses for both methods
with the acoustic measurements as factors and “phonemic
category” as the outcome variable showed that the
researcher-led method had more factors that were able to
predict the outcome variable. Only results obtained from this
method will thus be reported hereinafter.
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This study aimed to provide up-to-date
acoustic measurements for Chilean Spanish
approximant consonants, necessary for the
design and interpretation of subsequent
perception experiments. Ten participants (5
males, 5 females) were recorded on three
tasks: reading word lists and short texts, and in
a semi-guided conversation.

Acoustic properties of the approximant variants of /b, d, g/

This evidence suggests that duration, intensity and formants
may not be reliable cues to consistently identify and distinguish
the approximant consonants from /b/, /d̪/ and /g/. Moreover, it is
likely that these cues weight low in comparison with other
linguistic cues such as morphological, semantic and syntactic
context.

4. Current stage I: Considering results
The results from the perception experiment showed that identification reached well above
chance level for all conditions, which can be interpreted as an indication of the validity of
the stimuli at representing the required acoustic characteristics. The fact that none of the
conditions showed ceiling identification can be explained as follows:
(a) The VCV sequences used for the original-stimuli condition were non-stressed, and
were isolated from their semantic, syntactic and (potentially) morphologic contexts. The
percent identification can thus be attributed to the absence of non acoustic cues and
also to the similarity between /b/ and /d̪/ observed in the production study (however,
consider Table 1).
(b) The copy-synthesis process is by itself expected to affect the signals by adding and/or
subtracting acoustic artefacts.
(c) The manipulation of the signals for the third condition further isolated potential acoustic
cues such as vowel differences and intonation.

4. Current stage II: Designing experiments
The continua between approximants and elisions will be used in identification and
discrimination experiments to identify the perceptual boundaries (“when the perception of a
consonant starts”) of isolated and combined acoustic variables. The relative amount of a
given acoustic variable required for the perception of an approximant consonant will be
interpreted as its weight.
Once the relative weight of the acoustic variables has been determined, other linguistic
variables will be included in similar experiments to observe whether the perceptual
boundaries of the acoustic variables shift to lower values given the additional information
available for the listener.
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